Palm Beach

A Creativity
Field Guide
Need to hit the creative reset button? If so, this
coastal wonderland is a perfect place to do it.
story and photogrpahy by

Susan Currie

From the wide open
coastal expanses to
the enchanting
gardens and hidden
courtyards, sunshine
weaves its way in
wherever you are in
the Palm Beaches.

A

n essential ingredient in all creative pursuits is to
show up to them wide awake so that whatever
notes are flowing may travel freely. As a photographer and writer, I’ve found that travel is important
for me, providing the opportunity to wander and take in
those sights and sounds that lend themselves to refuge and
refueling. Two centuries ago, Henry David Thoreau opted
for the woods in his quiet quest to live more deliberately.
My destination for “Thoreauing” lies in and around the
Palm Beach area of southern Florida.
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Welcome to Paradise
Known mostly for its gilded history, lush palm trees, resorts
and “winter” season, this area of Florida offers exquisite entry
points into silence and contemplation. Although 39 vibrant
communities make up the area known as the Palm Beaches,
for this playbook, my lens is focused on the island of Palm
Beach itself and its neighboring downtown, West Palm Beach.
A long, narrow barrier island, stretching 16 miles in length
and less than 1 mile wide, Palm Beach was the country’s first
purpose-built destination—developed solely for the leisure

traveler. Its holiday identity can be traced to Standard Oil
cofounder and visionary Henry Morrison Flagler. In the late
1800s, Flagler—in search of a location to build a grand hotel
for northerners to escape the bitter cold of winter—became
enamored by this magical slice of coastline.
This field guide is intended for artists who’d like to take
a step back, unwind and refresh, in an effort to restore their
creative well. It’s crafted to be season-less and to be shaped
personally, so swipe what you will from the following ideas
for restoring peace of mind, and follow your bliss.

Establish a Connection
Allowing yourself an opportunity to quietly connect to
a place upon arrival—to note the fresh soundscape, landscape and current—has a way of setting the clock to “now.”
To do this, you could start simply by benching yourself
alongside the Artemis Fountain in Bradley Park or by
breathing in the sweeping panoramic views of the Lake
Worth Lagoon and the Intracoastal Waterway. Or you could
drop anchor in an artisanal garden, of which there are many.
The idea is to do nothing other than soak in the local beauty.
ArtistsNetwork.com
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Make Space for Contemplation
Once some sensorial imprints have been made, a healthy
dose of contemplation and centering comes next. This is
a swerve from simply relaxing to a more purposeful pause.
As the mind hushes, my experience is that space, focus and
intention surface. The Palm Beach area is brimming with
both outdoor and indoor allies to support this fine art of
corralling the mind. One of my absolute favorite settings
is the Four Arts Botanical Gardens. An informal serenity
breezes throughout the gardens’ array of small fruit trees
and exotic palms. Adjacent to the Botanical Gardens is the
equally delightful Philip Hulitar Sculpture Garden. Both
gardens are open seven days a week and ask no charge for
admission. Treat your busy mind to an extended sit, or stroll
through the grounds in walking meditation.

On the island, the soundtrack of the surf loops continuously, offering the perfect cadence for meditation.
Off-peak hours are best for a visit to Midtown Beach, at
the foot of Worth Avenue. Although Midtown attracts
most of the attention, the less-traveled beach-access spot
at the end of Root Trail (just off of North County Road) is
the direction to head for a more muted experience.
Should you find yourself in West Palm Beach, an ideal
escape from the downtown clatter is the CityZen Garden,
centrally tucked along the corner of Datura Street and Dixie
Highway. There, in the shade and free to all, sits a small
outdoor amphitheater, a Zen garden and a display of copper statues by the artist Béju Muriente. Edged by a gentle
greenscape, the downtown public patch is furnished with
several cubes and benches for seated interludes.

Photos That
Tell a Story
It’s often said that the clouds are Florida’s
“mountains.” Their shifting hues and
shapes are perfect companions when
toning the imagination.

Just a short walk from the downtown business district,
in the El Cid historic neighborhood, sits an urban sanctuary know as the Ann Norton Sculpture Gardens. With its
jungle-like air, these palm gardens house works by Ann
Weaver Norton (American, 1905–1982). Norton intended
her sculptures to be discovered by visitors as “surprises.”
Here, amid more than 250 rare palm species, cycads and
exotic tropicals, you can unplug for hours.

Surround Yourself With Art
Take your busy mind for an
extended stroll through
whitewashed alleys and
courtyards—some adorned with
sculptures, rare orchids and
benches for rest. Or, wander the
Flagler Museum for world-class
art and sprawling grounds.
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Midday, when the thermometer soars, is the perfect time to
take an agenda-less visit to any of the area’s many museums
and art galleries to drink in inspiration. Georgia O’Keeffe’s
stunning Red Flower is just one of the masterpieces at the
redesigned Norton Museum of Art in West Palm Beach.
The museum’s permanent collection consists of more than
7,600 works in five curatorial departments: European,
American, Chinese, Contemporary and Photography.

As a photographer, I’m always looking for magical
lighting. Beyond that, what I look for in my
subjects, hands-down, is story. I try to steer clear
of the smart phone camera clusters, shoot slowly,
breathe and really wait for a tale to emerge. It
might be a subtle shift in the clouds or a person
whose expression leaves room for some mystery.
Here are a few additional pointers for getting
a great shot:
To achieve poetic angles, embrace less-thanperfect weather, shoot through glass, and adjust
shooting levels and camera tilts.
Color is vibrant in southern Florida. Between
the aqua of the ocean and the green vegetation,
there’s an irresistible rainbow with which to play.
Wherever you are, yield to the native colorscape
and allow it to surprise you creatively.
Try to light your pictures naturally. An indispensable tool for me is a portable/collapsible
light reflector. Positioned properly, it adds quality
to any composition. A 12- or 24-inch reflector
(with a diffuser) is perfect for travel.
In addition to my Nikon DSLR and its gear,
I also take photos on my iPhone X, and I especially
appreciate these iPhone apps: Camera+, Pocket
Light Meter, TinType by Hipstamatic and—for
post-process work—Exposure by Alien Skin.
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“Almost everything will work again if
you unplug it for a while, including you.”
A nne L amott

Whether it’s the
sound of the ocean
or the colorful
palette of an
outdoor market,
there’s something
to satisfy all the
senses in this
Floridian paradise.

Not far from the Norton, in a historic Art Deco building,
is the Armory Art Center, which offers art classes, exhibitions, art salons, lectures, pop-up workshops and special
events in 12 state-of-the-art studios. The Center also hosts
12 exhibitions annually in its four galleries.
West Palm Beach is also home to the Palm Beach
Photographic Centre which, in addition to offering a full
menu of educational opportunities, hosts the annual
FOTOfusion festival and exhibits world-class art, year
round, in its main gallery. The gallery is open daily, and
admission is free.
Along Palm Beach’s Cocoanut Row sits Whitehall,
Flagler’s Gilded Age estate, a National Historic Landmark.
The estate and its sprawling grounds are open to the public
as the Flagler Museum. Built in 1902, the 75 rooms display
an impressive art collection. The outdoor courtyards and
porches offer splendid space for daydreaming.
A wander down Worth Avenue will take you to many
fine art galleries. A favorite of mine is the Holden Luntz
Gallery, which offers a broad range of American and
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European photographs of historical importance in concert
with images by contemporary photographers who are
pushing the medium’s boundaries.
Be sure to build in time for meandering in and out of the
avenue’s whitewashed Mediterranean alleys and courtyards—many of which are adorned with European
sculptures, rare orchids and benches for rest.

Savor the Flavors
Healthy eating is integral for properly nourishing the
mind, body and soul, and the Palm Beaches offer a number
of options. If juice is your jam, you can power up at either
Celis Produce or Meraki Juice Kitchen, both of which have
locations on the island and in West Palm Beach. For a
nutritious breakfast or lunch, you’ll find happiness in a
bowl at Field of Greens, also with locations on the island
and in West Palm Beach. Ginger guacamole, roasted mushroom empanadas and sweet potato and coconut crusted
local fish are just a few of the farm-to table menu items at

the Avocado Grill—tucked along the banks of the
Intracoastal Waterway.
Should your visit include a weekend, every color of the
rainbow can be found at the West Palm Beach outdoor
GreenMarket which takes place every Saturday morning (from October to May). From handcrafted salsas to
just-harvested cranberry beans to local citrus of every
fashion, the GreenMarket is a go-to source for packing
your picnic lunch for the day. Also not to be missed is the
14,000-square-foot Grandview Public Market, a chef-driven
food hall in West Palm Beach’s Warehouse District that
houses native eats and other fun distractions. The porch at
the Serenity Garden & Teahouse Cafe is a splendid perch for
sipping a custom-blended pineapple and coconut black iced
tea. At this 1920s historic cottage, located just a few blocks
from the Norton Museum, “pleasant” is the flavor of the day.
Lastly, you cannot visit the Palm Beach area without
indulging in at least one al fresco dinner under the palm
trees and stars. Pizza al Fresco is a local gem on the island.
As the sun sets, settle into its Worth Avenue courtyard

cafe with a crisp glass of Prosecco and some roasted asparagus topped with prosciutto, fresh mozzarella and grated
Parmigiano-Reggiano for a sweet finish to the day.

A Few Final Indulgences
Before heading for home, be sure to allow time for one last
island ramble. Take an extended stroll along the Lake
Trail—either on foot or bike. The scenic 5½-mile-long trail,
which runs alongside the western edge of Palm Beach, is a
great idea for a final savor of those lagoon and ocean views.
Finally, return to the quiet spot where you first began
your Palm Beach sojourn and simply note the shift. Make it
a priority to take that feeling with you as you transition
back into your daily routines.
Susan Currie (susancurriecreative.com) is a writer, photographer
and yoga instructor. She leads creative workshops throughout the
country that teach the principles of dharma art. Her new book is
Breath Taking: the Language of Pause (2019, Shanti Arts).
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